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Energy ﬂuxThe inﬂuences of mechanically and dielectrically imperfect interfaces on the reﬂection and transmission
waves between two piezoelectric half spaces are studied in this paper. First, the secular equations in the
traverse isotropic piezoelectric half space are derived from the general dynamic equation. Then, six kinds
of imperfect interfaces are considered. These imperfect interfaces include: the mechanically compliant,
dielectrically weakly conducting imperfect interface; the mechanically compliant, dielectrically highly
conducting imperfect interface; the grounded metallized interface and the low-dielectric interface and
their mechanical counterpart, namely, the ﬁxed interface and the slippery interface. These imperfect
interface conditions are required to be satisﬁed by four sets of waves, namely, the quasi-longitudinal
wave (QP), the quasi-transverse wave (QSV), the shear horizontal wave (SH) which is decoupled to other
waves and the electric-acoustic wave (EA). The algebraic equations resulting from the imperfect interface
conditions are solved to obtain the amplitude ratio of various waves and furthermore the reﬂection and
transmission coefﬁcients in terms of the energy ﬂux ratio. The numerical results are obtained for the inci-
dent QP wave, the incident QSV wave and the incident SH wave and are validated by the energy con-
servation principle. The effects of these imperfect interfaces are discussed based on the numerical
results. The present study provides useful information for the detection of imperfect interface.
 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
During the past few decades, the wave propagation in piezo-
electric materials has evolved into a signiﬁcant research due to
its unique electromechanical coupling effect. Alshits and
Shuvalov (1995) considered a shear horizontal elastic wave
inclined incidence on a periodic structure of piezoelectric layers.
It was shown that the reﬂection spectrum exhibited some speciﬁc
features such as high selectivity, modulation of the heights of the
Bragg maximums, and the extinction effect. Jin et al. (2002) studied
the Lamb wave propagation in a metallic semi-inﬁnite medium
covered with a piezoelectric layer. It was shown that the phase
speeds of Lamb wave are asymptotic to the transverse velocity of
the piezoelectric layer as the wavenumber increases. Li and
Wang (2006) studied disordered and ordered periodic layered
piezoelectric composite structures. The phenomenon of wave
localization in disordered periodic structures and the properties
of frequency passbands and stopbands in ordered periodicstructures were observed. Pang et al. (2008) investigated the
reﬂection and refraction of QP and QSV waves incidence obliquely
at the interface between piezoelectric and piezomagnetic media.
The reﬂection or transmission waves in the incident plane consist
of four kinds of waves. There are the electroacoustic wave (EA) and
the magnetic potential wave (MP) in the piezoelectric medium and
the magnetoacoustic wave (MA) and the electric potential wave
(EP) in the piezomagnetic medium, besides the coupled QP and
QSV waves. Rodríguez-Ramos et al. (2011) investigated the behav-
ior of SH wave propagation with oblique incidence in piezocom-
posite layered systems. The transmission coefﬁcients with
respect to the frequency, incidence angle and piezoelectric volume
fraction were studied. Singh (2013) studied the reﬂection and
transmission of SH wave at elastic/piezoelectric and piezoelec-
tric/piezoelectric interfaces. The amplitude and energy ratios
against the incidence angle were obtained for the Steel/PZT4 and
PZT4/PZT-5H interfaces. Lan and Wei (2014) studied the band gaps
of laminated piezoelectric phononic crystal with graded interlayer.
It was discussed the inﬂuences of the graded interlayer with differ-
ent gradient proﬁles on the band gap of laminated piezoelectric
phononic crystal. Apart from the bulk wave, the surface waves
were also studied, for example, Li and Wei (2014) investigated
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of electrically and magnetically short/open circuit conditions in the
magneto-electro-elastic material. Four kinds of combinations of
the short and open circuit conditions were taken into considera-
tion. Because the reﬂection and transmission of elastic waves at
boundary or interface of piezoelectric materials are fundamental
for other further researches, it is interesting especially and thus
attracted many researchers. Other references related to the reﬂec-
tion and transmission problem also includes Abd-alla and Alsheikh
(2009), Abd-alla et al. (2012, 2014) and so on.
In all the aforementioned works, the interface between two dif-
ferent materials was treated as perfect bonded, namely, the dis-
placement, the traction, the electric potential and the normal
electric displacement were continuous across interface. In reality,
the presence of interfacial defects due to the accumulative interfa-
cial damages and local debonding is unavoidable. Therefore, the
inﬂuences of imperfect interface with mechanical or dielectrical
quantity jump across interface on the wave propagation are inter-
esting. Alshits and Shuvalov (1993) analyzed Bragg resonance and
the reﬂection of a transverse elastic wave from a periodic piezo-
magnetic structure with thin superconducting interlayers and also
from a periodic piezoelectric structure with metallized interfaces.
Fan et al. (2006) investigated certain waves which created the
ﬂuctuation perpendicular to incident plane and propagated near
an imperfectly bonded interface between two half-spaces of differ-
ent piezoelectric materials. The existence of these waves relies on
the imperfection of the interface bonding. Wang and Sudak (2007)
studied the inﬂuence of mechanically compliant and dielectrically
weakly (or highly) conducting interface when presented the ana-
lytical solution of a piezoelectric screw dislocation located within
one of two joined piezoelectric half-planes. Huang et al. (2009)
studied the interfacial SH waves propagating along the imperfectly
bonded interface of a magnetoelectric composite consisting of
piezoelectric (PE) and piezomagnetic (PM) phases. It was shown
that the interfacial imperfection strongly affects the velocity of
interfacial shear waves and the interfacial shear waves do not exist
for perfect interface. Lan and Wei (2012) studied the dispersive
characteristics of elastic waves propagating through laminated
piezoelectric phononic crystal with the mechanical imperfect
interfaces. It was discussed the inﬂuences of the imperfect inter-
face on the dispersive curves and the band gaps of periodic lami-
nated piezoelectric composite. Piliposyan (2012) investigated the
problem of the existence and propagation of a surface SH wave
at the interface of two magneto-electro-elastic half-spaces. Four
sets of boundary conditions, namely, full contact, partial contact
with magnetically closed boundaries, partial contact with electri-
cally closed boundaries and no electromagnetic contact, were con-
sidered. Pang and Liu (2011) investigated the reﬂection and
transmission of plane waves at an interface between piezoelectric
(PE) and piezomagnetic (PM) media. The mechanical imperfection
of bonding behavior at the interface was described as the linear
spring model. But the dielectrically imperfect interfaces were not
considered. Moreover, the energy ﬂuxes of various waves were
not calculated and the numerical results were not validated by
the energy ﬂux conservation. Besides, the dependence of reﬂection
and transmission coefﬁcients on the apparent wavenumber in the
case of imperfect interfaces was ignored too.
In this paper, the inﬂuences of six kinds of imperfect interfaces
between two piezoelectric half spaces on the energy partition of
reﬂection and transmission waves are ﬁrstly considered. Two of
them, of most importance, are the mechanically compliant while
dielectrically weakly conducting imperfect interface and the
mechanically compliant while dielectrically highly conducting
imperfect interface. Moreover, the grounded metallized interface
and the low-dielectric interface, and their mechanical counterpart,
namely, the ﬁxed interface and the slippery interface, are alsoconsidered. These imperfect interface conditions result in a set of
algebraic equations from them the reﬂection and transmission
coefﬁcients in terms of the displacement amplitude ratio can be
obtained and furthermore the reﬂection and transmission coefﬁ-
cients in terms of the energy ﬂux ratio are calculated. In present
work, the reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients in terms of the
energy ﬂux ratio are provided instead of the displacement ampli-
tude ratio as in most previous literatures because the energy ﬂux
ratio can be used directly to validate the numerical results whereas
the displacement amplitude ratio cannot. The numerical calcula-
tions are performed for three kinds of incident waves, namely,
QP wave, QSV wave and SH wave. The effects of these mechanically
and dielectrically imperfect interfaces on the energy partition of
reﬂection and transmission waves are discussed based on the
numerical results.
2. Secular equation and vibration mode of coupled waves
Two piezoelectric half spaces which are transversely isotropic
are imperfectly bonded at plane x3 = 0 and their poling directions
are parallel to the x3 axis, see Fig. 1. The materials at both sides
of interface are of different material constants. Cijmn, emij, emi and
q are the elastic constants, piezoelectric constants, dielectric con-
stants and mass density, respectively. The superscript R and T
denote quantities relative to the reﬂection and transmission waves,
respectively.
The constitutive equation of piezoelectric material is (Auld,
1990)
rij ¼ CijmnSmn  emijEm
Dm ¼ emijSij þ emiEi

; ð1Þ
where rij and Smn are the stress and strain tensor, respectively. Em
and Dm are the electric ﬁeld and electric displacement vector,
respectively. The strain tensor Smn is related with the displacement
vector un by
Smn ¼ 12 ðun;m þ um;nÞ; ð2Þ
and the electric ﬁeld vector Em is related with the electric potential
u by
Em ¼ u;m; ð3Þ
in the quasi static electric ﬁeld approximation.
The mechanical and electrical governing equation can be
expressed as
rij;i ¼ q€uj
Dm;m ¼ 0

: ð4Þ
In either plane strain or anti-plane strain case, the displacement
ﬁeld and the electric potential are only the function of x1 and x3
u ¼ u1ðx1; x3; tÞ;u2ðx1; x3; tÞ;u3ðx1; x3; tÞf g
u ¼ uðx1; x3; tÞ

; ð5Þ
and can be assumed as:
fu1;u2;u3;ug ¼ fU1;U2;U3;Ug exp½iðk1x1 þ k3x3 xtÞ; ð6Þ
where the wavenumber k = (k1, k2, k3) = (k1, 0, k3) and k1 is the
apparent wavenumber.
Inserting Eqs. (6) and (1) into Eq. (4) leads to
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: ð7Þ
Fig. 1. Two piezoelectric half spaces bonded with an imperfect interface.
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T11 T13 T14
T31 T33 T34
T41 T43 T44

 ¼ f ðn; cÞ ¼ 0: ð8aÞT22ðn; cÞ ¼ 0; ð8bÞ
where n(=k3/k1) is the projection ratio of wavenumber vector and
c(=x/k1) is the apparent wave speed. The explicit expressions of
Tij for the traverse isotropic piezoelectric solid are given in
Appendix A.
In this paper, the plane strain related with x1Ox3 and the anti-
plane strain cases are our main concerns. It is noted from Eq.
(8)that the displacement component u2 is decoupled with the dis-
placement components (u1, u3) and the electric potential u. The
incident SH wave only excites the reﬂection SH wave and the
transmission SH wave. However, the incident QP wave or QSV
wave can excite the QP wave, the QSV wave and the EA wave as
the reﬂection waves and transmission waves due to the interactive
coupling effects among the displacement components u1, u3 and
the electric potential u.
In the case of plane strain related with x1Ox2 plane and the anti-
plane strain, Eq. (6)should be modiﬁed as
fu1;u2;u3;ug ¼ fU1;U2;U3;Ug exp½iðk1x1 þ k2x2 xtÞ; ð9Þ
where the wavenumber k = (k1, k2, k3) = (k1, k2, 0). As a results of
this modiﬁcation, Eq. (7)becomes
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The explicit expressions of T 0ij are also given in Appendix A. In
this case, the electric potential u is coupled with the displacement
component u3 instead of the displacement component u1 and u2.
The incident SH wave will excite the SH wave and the EA wave
as the reﬂection waves and the transmission waves. The incident
QP or QSV wave will excite both QP and QSV waves without EA
wave as the reﬂection waves and the transmission waves.For a given apparent wave speed c, Eq. (8a)is a polynomial of
three orders about n2, and thus there are three pairs of roots about
n. Similarly, there are one pairs of roots from Eq. (8b). These roots
stand for all possible wave modes in the piezoelectric solid. The
real roots stand for the bulk waves propagating in the x1Ox3 plane.
The imaginary roots stand for the evanescent waves which reduce
to the surface waves propagating along the interface with the
attenuation vertical to the propagation direction. The complex
roots stand for the bulk waves accompanied with attenuation.
For the traverse isotropic solids considered, the value of n indicates
that there are eight possible part waves. Six of them are bulk waves
and the remnant two part waves are surface waves. Let n1, n3, n5
and n7 are corresponding to the reﬂection QP wave, the reﬂection
QSV wave, the reﬂection SH wave and the reﬂection EA wave,
while n2, n4, n6 and n8 the transmission QP wave, the transmission
QSV wave, the transmission SH wave and the transmission EA
wave. The reﬂection or transmission angle hq can be determined
by cothq = Real(nq). It should be noted that all waves except SH
wave are the coupled wave with u1, u3 andu keeping a certain cou-
pled relation. Deﬁne the amplitude ratio in each coupled wave
G3 ¼ U3U1 ¼
T11T23T21T13
T13T24T14T23
Gu ¼ UU1 ¼
T14T21T11T24
T13T24T14T23
(
; ð11Þ
then, the trio (1, G3, Gu) stands for the coupled relation in each cou-
pled wave and is called the vibration mode.
3. Imperfect interface and amplitude ratio
When the incident wave is QP wave or QSV wave, the displace-
ment and the electric potential of the incident wave can be
expressed as
uI1;u
I
2;u
I
3;u
I
  ¼ 1;0;GI3q;GIuqn oUI1q exp ik1 x1 þ nIqx3  ct h i;
ð12Þ
where q = 2 denotes incident QP wave and q = 4 denotes incident
QSV wave. It should be pointed out that the well-known Snell’s
law, namely, the apparent wavenumbers of various waves are same
at the interface, is assumed in Eq. (12). Inserting Eq. (12)into Eq. (1),
the traction and the electric displacement related with the incident
wave can be expressed as
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I
33;r
I
31;D
I
1;D
I
3
n o
¼ ik1 HI11q;HI33q;HI31q; JI1q; JI3q
n o
UI1q exp ik1 x1 þ nIqx3  ct
 h i
: ð13Þ
Similarly,
uR1;u
R
2;u
R
3;u
R
  ¼ X
q¼1;3;7
1;0;GR3q;G
R
uq
n o
UR1q exp ik1 x1 þ nRqx3  ct
 h i
;
ð14aÞ
rR11;r
R
33;r
R
31;D
R
1;D
R
3
n o
¼
X
q¼1;3;7
ik1 H
R
11q;H
R
33q;H
R
31q; J
R
1q; J
R
3q
n o
UR1q exp ik1 x1 þ nRqx3  ct
 h i
;
ð14bÞ
for the reﬂection waves.
uT1;u
T
2;u
T
3;u
T
  ¼ X
q¼2;4;8
1;0;GT3q;G
T
uq
n o
UT1q exp ik1 x1 þ nTqx3  ct
 h i
;
ð15aÞ
rT11;r
T
33;r
T
31;D
T
1;D
T
3
n o
¼
X
q¼2;4;8
ik1 H
T
11q;H
T
33q;H
T
31q; J
T
1q; J
T
3q
n o
UT1q exp ik1 x1 þ nTqx3  ct
 h i
;
ð15bÞ
for the transmission waves. The explicit expressions of
GI3q; G
R
3q; G
T
3q; G
I
uq; G
R
uq; G
T
uq; H
I
11q; H
R
11q; H
T
11q; H
I
33q; H
R
33q; H
T
33q; H
I
31q;
HR31q; H
T
31q; J
I
1q; J
R
1q; J
T
1q; J
I
3q; J
R
3q; J
T
3q are given in Appendix A.
When the incident wave is SH wave, Eqs. (13)–(15)are replaced
by
uI1;u
I
2;u
I
3;u
I
  ¼ f0;1;0;0gUI26 exp ik1 x1 þ nI6x3  ct 	
 ; ð16aÞ
rI23;D
I
2
n o
¼ ik1 CR44nI6; eR15nI6
n o
UI26 exp ik1 x1 þ nI6x3  ct
 	
 
; ð16bÞ
for the incident SH wave.
uR1;u
R
2;u
R
3;u
R
  ¼ f0;1; 0;0gUR25 exp ik1 x1 þ nR5x3  ct 	
 ; ð17aÞ
rR23;D
R
2
n o
¼ ik1 CR44nR5; eR15nR5
n o
UR25 exp ik1 x1 þ nR5x3  ct
 	
 
; ð17bÞ
for the reﬂection SH wave.
uT1;u
T
2;u
T
3;u
T
  ¼ f0;1;0;0gUT26 exp ik1 x1 þ nT6x3  ct 	
 ; ð18aÞ
rT23;D
T
2
n o
¼ ik1 CT44nT6; eT15nT6
n o
UT26 exp ik1 x1 þ nT6x3  ct
 	
 
; ð18bÞ
for the transmission SH wave.
For the perfect interface, all mechanical and electrical quantities
are continuous across interface. If parts of these mechanical and
electrical quantities are not continuous, we call the interface
imperfect. Two imperfect interfaces of most importance in reality
are the mechanically compliant while dielectrically weakly con-
ducting interface and the mechanically compliant while dielectri-
cally highly conducting interface. For the mechanically compliant
interface, tractions are continuous but displacements are discon-
tinuous across the interface and the jump of the displacement
components is proportional to their respective interface traction
components. For the dielectrically weakly conducting imperfect
interface, the normal electric displacement is continuous but the
electric potential is discontinuous across the interface and the
jump of electric potential is proportional to the normal electric dis-
placement. For the dielectrically highly conducting imperfectinterface, the electric potential is continuous but the normal elec-
tric displacement is discontinuous across the interface and the
jump of the normal electric displacement is proportional to a cer-
tain differential expression of the electric potential.
For the mechanically compliant and dielectrically weakly con-
ducting interface, the interface conditions can be expressed as
(Wang and Sudak, 2007)
uI1 þ uR1  uT1 ¼ arT31; uI2 þ uR2  uT2 ¼ brT32; uI3 þ uR3  uT3 ¼ crT33
uI þuR uT ¼ gDT3; DI3 þDR3 ¼ DT3; rI3i þrR3i ¼ rT3i: ði ¼ 1;2;3Þ:
ð19Þ
For the mechanically compliant and dielectrically highly con-
ducting interface, the interface conditions can be expressed as
(Wang and Sudak, 2007)
uI1þuR1uT1 ¼ arT31; uI2þuR2uT2 ¼ brT23; uI3þuR3uT3 ¼ crT33
uI þuR ¼uT ; DI3þDR3DT3 ¼ v
@2uT
@x21
; rI3i þrR3i ¼rT3i: ði¼ 1;2;3Þ:
ð20Þ
The parameter a, b and c in Eqs. (19) and (20) represent the
mechanical property of interface and the parameter g and v the
electrical property of interface. The two kinds of imperfect inter-
faces reduce to the perfect interfaces when these ﬁve parameters
are all equal to zero. When the mechanical parameters are equal
to zero and the electrical parameter g approaches inﬁnity, the
mechanically compliant and dielectrically weakly conducting
interface reduces to the low-dielectric interface (Alshits and
Shuvalov, 1993)
uI1 þ uR1 ¼ uT1; uI2 þ uR2 ¼ uT2; uI3 þ uR3 ¼ uT3
DI3 þ DR3 ¼ 0; DT3 ¼ 0; rI3i þ rR3i ¼ rT3i; ði ¼ 1;2;3Þ:
ð21aÞ
Another representative interface is the grounded metallized inter-
face (Alshits and Shuvalov, 1993)
uI1 þ uR1 ¼ uT1; uI2 þ uR2 ¼ uT2; uI3 þ uR3 ¼ uT3
uI þuR ¼ 0; uT ¼ 0; rI3i þ rR3i ¼ rT3i; ði ¼ 1;2;3Þ:
ð21bÞ
The mechanical parallelism of the grounded metallized inter-
face and the low dielectric interface are the ﬁxed interface
uIi þ uRi ¼ uTi ¼ 0; ði ¼ 1;2;3Þ; uI þuR ¼ uT ; DI3 þ DR3 ¼ DT3;
ð22aÞ
and the slippery interface
uI3 þ uR3 ¼ uT3; rI33 þ rR33 ¼ rT33; rI3i þ rR3i ¼ rT3i ¼ 0; ði ¼ 1;2Þ
uI þuR ¼ uT ; DI3 þ DR3 ¼ DT3:
ð22bÞ
Physically, the imperfect interface is a result of approximating
the thin interlayer (with a ﬁnite thickness although very thin)
between two dissimilar piezoelectric solids with a mathematic
interface without thickness. When the interlayer is rigid and ﬁxed,
it leads to the ﬁxed interface; when the interlayer is non-viscous
liquid, it leads to slippery interface; when the interlayer is a
grounded metal, it leads to the grounded metallized interface;
when the interlayer is an insulator, it leads to the low-dielectric
interface. The four interfaces are special cases of real interface.
Actually, any real interface can be reﬂected by a set of appropri-
ately selected interface parameter (a, b, c, g, v). The grounded
metallized interface and the low-dielectric interface are also called
the dielectrically short circuit interface and the open circuit
188 X. Guo et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 63 (2015) 184–205interface, respectively. Their parallelism, namely, the mechanically
short circuit and open circuit interface, are the ﬁxed interface and
the slippery interface, respectively.
Inserting Eqs. (12)–(18) into Eqs. (19)–(22)lead to
A  UR11;UR13;UR17;UT12;UT14;UT18
 T
¼ a  UI1q; ð23aÞ
for incident QP wave or QSV wave, and
B  UR25;UT26
n oT
¼ b  UI26; ð23bÞ
for the incident SH wave. The explicit expressions of matrix A,
B, a and b are given in Appendix B.Fig. 2. Sketch of energy ﬂux balance
Fig. 3. Reﬂection and transmission angl
Table 1
Physical constants of ZnO and PZT-4.
C11 C12 C13 C33 C44 q
ZnO 20.97 12.11 10.51 21.09 4.247 5
PZT-4 13.2 7.1 7.3 11.5 2.6 7
Cij in 1010 N m2, q in kg m3, eij in C m2, eij in 1011 C2  N1 m2.4. Energy ﬂux and energy ﬂux conservation
The amplitude ratio of the reﬂection and the transmission
waves relative to the incident wave can be obtained by solving
the algebraic equations, Eq. (23a) or (23b). Further, the reﬂection
and transmission coefﬁcients in terms of energy ﬂux ratio can also
be obtained. The energy ﬂux density carried by a coupled wave can
be expressed as
PiðtÞ ¼  _ujrji þu _Di; ð24Þ
when all physical quantities in Eq. (24) are real valued. The ﬁrst
term indicates the mechanical energy and second term thein one thin layer at the interface.
es in the case of incident QP wave.
e15 e31 e33 e11 e33
680 0.48 0.573 1.32 7.570 9.031
500 10.5 4.1 14.1 710 580
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the averaged energy ﬂux in one period is
Pi ¼ x2p
Z p=x
p=x
PiðtÞdt ¼ 12Re  _u

jrji þu _Di
 
; ð25Þ
where superscript ⁄ in _ui and _Di indicates the conjugated complex.
Inserting the Eqs. (12)–(18) into Eq. (25), the averaged energy ﬂuxFig. 4. Effects of the parameter a of the mechanically compliant imperfect interface (A =
of incident QP wave.along coordinate axis x1 and x3 for the incident wave, the reﬂection
wave and the transmission wave can be obtained by
P1q ¼ 12 k
2
1cðH11q þ G3qH31q þ GuqJ1qÞðU1q  U1qÞ
P3q ¼ 12 k
2
1cðH31q þ G3qH33q þ GuqJ3qÞðU1q  U1qÞ
(
; ð26aÞ
in the case of incident QP or QSV wave, andak1, c = 0, g = 0 and v = 0) on the reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients in the case
190 X. Guo et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 63 (2015) 184–205P1q ¼ 12 k
2
1cC66ðU2q  U2qÞ
P3q ¼ 12 k
2
1cC44nqðU2q  U2qÞ
(
; ð26bÞ
in the case of incident SH wave. The energy ﬂux along the prop-
agation direction kq is
Pq ¼ P1q cosðkq;x1Þ þ P3q cosðkq;x3Þ: ð27ÞFig. 5. Effects of the parameter c of the mechanically compliant imperfect interface (Y = c
incident QP wave.In order to deﬁne the energy ﬂux of surface waves, a unit area at the
equi-phase surface of surface wave, namely, x1 = 0, with the length
of l2  l3 = k1  1/k1 is considered. Due to the exponential attenua-
tion of both mechanical and electrical quantities at the equi-phase
surface, the energy ﬂux along x1 axis for the surface wave
(nq ¼ inq) should be multiplied by a discount factor, i.e.R k1=2
k1=2
R 1=k1
0 e
2k1nqx3dx3dx2 ¼ 1e2
nq
2nq
for the reﬂection surface wavek1, a = 0, g = 0 and v = 0) on the reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients in the case of
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R k1=2
k1=2
R 0
1=k1 e
2k1nqx3dx3dx2 ¼ e2
nq1
2nq
for the transmission surface
wave.
Deﬁne the energy reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients as the
energy ﬂux ratio of the reﬂection and transmission waves relative
to the incident wave, namely,
ERðTÞs ¼
Pq
PI
; ð28ÞFig. 6. Effects of the parameter g of the weakly conducting imperfect interface (H = gk1, a
wave.where the subscript s indicates QP, QSV, SH and EA wave and the
superscript R or T indicates the reﬂection wave or the transmission
wave. In order to validate the numerical results, a thin layer at the
interface x3 = 0 with the length of l1  l2 = 1/k1  k1 and the
inﬁnitesimal thickness d? 0 is considered, see Fig. 2. The normal
energy ﬂux balance requires that the in-put energy ﬂux is equal
to the out-put energy ﬂux through the thin layer, namely,= 0, c = 0) on the reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients in the case of incident QP
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P31 þ P33 þ P37Þ þ ðP32  P34  P38Þ
PI3
¼ 1; ð29aÞ
in the case of incident QP or QSV wave, and
Ebal ¼
P35  P36
PI3
¼ 1; ð29bÞ
in the case of incident SH wave. Eq. (29) can be used to validate the
numerical results.Fig. 7. Effects of the parameter v of the highly conducting imperfect interface (X = vk1, a
wave.5. Numerical results and discussion
The material constants of two piezoelectric solids, zinc oxide
(ZnO) (Auld, 1990) and ceramics PZT-4 (Jin et al., 2002), are listed
in Table 1. The incident wave is assumed to be in the ZnO and
propagates obliquely toward to the interface. Three cases, namely,
incident QP wave, incident QSV wave and incident SH waves, are
considered, respectively. In order to investigate the effects of
imperfect interfaces, the energy reﬂection and transmission= 0, c = 0) on the reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients in the case of incident QP
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both calculated and shown in same ﬁgure to facilitate the compari-
son. In the case of perfect interface, the reﬂection and transmission
coefﬁcients are independent of the apparent wavenumber.
However, they are dependent of the apparent wavenumber in
the case of the imperfect interface. Therefore, the generalized
interface parameters, namely, A = ak1, B = bk1, Y = ck1, H = gk1 and
X = vk1 are introduced in the numerical examples. Because the
interface parameter a, b and c are of dimension N1 m3, the gen-
eralized interface parameters A, B and Y are of dimension N1 m2.Fig. 8. Effects of the grounded metallized interface and the low-dielectric interfaceSimilarly, the generalized interface parameters g, v, H and X are
of dimension N m3 C2, N1 m1 C2, N m2 C2 and N1 m2 C2.
The ﬁnite value of these interface parameter represents the imper-
fect degree of interface at the ﬁxed apparent wavenumber.
5.1. In the case of incident QP wave
The reﬂection and transmission angles in the case of incident QP
wave are shown in Fig. 3. It is observed that the reﬂection angle of
QP wave is equal to the incident angle and the reﬂection angle ofon the reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients in the case of incident QP wave.
194 X. Guo et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 63 (2015) 184–205QSV wave is smaller that of QP wave. The transmission angles are
smaller than the reﬂection angles for same type of wave. EA wave
always propagates along interface. No critical angle appears in the
case of incident QP wave. It should be pointed out that the imper-
fect interfaces have no inﬂuences on the reﬂection and transmis-
sion angles.
The effects of the interface parameter a and c of the mechani-
cally compliant imperfect interface on the reﬂection and transmis-
sion coefﬁcients are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. It is observed that theFig. 9. Effect of the ﬁxed interface and the slippery interface on the reﬂereﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients of QSV wave increase evi-
dently as the interface parameter a increases. The effects of the
interface parameter a on the QP wave are nearly unnoticed and
the effects on EA wave are smaller than on QSV wave. Different
from the interface parameter a, the interface parameter c has evi-
dent inﬂuences on all type of waves. The increasing of interface
parameter c makes the reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients of
both QSV and EA waves evident increasing but the reﬂection coefﬁ-
cient increasing while the transmission coefﬁcient decreasing forction and transmission coefﬁcients in the case of incident QP wave.
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This is because the electric energy dominates in EA wave and the
propagation direction of electrical energy is opposite to the prop-
agation direction of EA wave. In the following discussion, the
reﬂection or transmission coefﬁcient of EA wave means its abso-
lute value without misunderstanding. Compared Figs. 4 and 5, it
is found that the mechanically compliant imperfect interface
enhances the mode conversion and the normal compliant parame-
ter c plays more important role than the tangent compliant
parameter a .
The effects of the parameter g and the parameter v on the
reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients for the weakly conducting
and high conducting imperfect interfaces are shown in
Figs. 6 and 7. It is observed that the parameter g only has evident
inﬂuence on EA wave. The increasing of parameter g makes the
reﬂection and transmission of EA wave decreasing and the effects
on reﬂection is more evident than on transmission. However, the
parameter v has evident inﬂuences on both of EA and QSV wave.
The increasing of parameter of v makes the transmission of EA
and QSV wave evidently increasing while the reﬂection of QSV evi-
dently decreasing. The reﬂection coefﬁcient of EA wave may
increase or decrease and is dependent of the incident angle. It is
interesting that both of interface parameter g and v have nearlyFig. 11. Reﬂection and transmission angl
Fig. 10. Balance of normal energy ﬂux for various inno inﬂuences on QP wave. This implies that the dielectrically
imperfect interface does not inﬂuence QP wave. Compared Figs. 6
and 7, it is found that the interface parameter v plays more impor-
tant role than the interface parameter g.
Fig. 8 shows the effects of the grounded metallized interface
and the low-dielectric interface. It is observed that the inﬂuence
of these two kinds of interfaces on QP wave is nearly unnoticeable.
The low-dielectric interface has evident inﬂuences on the reﬂec-
tion QSV waves and the reﬂection EA wave while hardly inﬂuences
on the transmission waves. However, the grounded metallized
interface has evident inﬂuences on both the reﬂection QSV and
EA waves and the transmission QSV and EA waves and makes
the transmission QSV and EA waves evident increasing.
Fig. 9 shows the effects of the ﬁxed interface and the slippery
interface. It is observed that the transmission coefﬁcients of all
types of waves are close to zero for the ﬁxed interface. This can
be explained by that the ﬁxed interface cuts off the propagation
of incident wave across interface. Therefore, the energy is focused
on the reﬂection QP wave when the incident angle is close to 0 and
90 and on the reﬂection QSV wave when the incident angle is near
50. Compared with the perfect interface, the slippery interface
makes the reﬂection and the transmission coefﬁcients of QSV wave
evidently increasing while the reﬂection and the transmissiones in the case of incident QSV wave.
terface models in the case of incident QP wave.
196 X. Guo et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 63 (2015) 184–205coefﬁcients of QP decreasing. This phenomenon shows that the
slippery interface helps to the mode conversation particularly. In
fact, the slippery interface is the limit case when the interface
parameter a?1.
In order to validate the numerical results, the normal energy
ﬂux through a thin layer at interface for various interface models
are calculated but only the energy ﬂux balances in four cases,Fig. 12. Effects of the parameter a of the mechanically compliant imperfect interface (A =
of incident QSV wave.namely, the grounded metallized interface, the low-dielectric
interface and their mechanical counterpart are shown in Fig. 10.
The energy ﬂux balances for imperfect interfaces of the mechani-
cally compliant with dielectrically weakly conducting or dielectri-
cally highly conducting are very similar and are not provided for
brevity. It is noticed that the energy ﬂux balance is satisﬁed exactly
for all the interface models mentioned in this paper. This impliesak1, c = 0, g = 0 and v = 0) on the reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients in the case
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between the reﬂection wave and the transmission wave but does
not create or absorb energy.5.2. In the case of incident QSV wave
The reﬂection and transmission angles in the case of incident
QSV wave are shown in Fig. 11. It is observed that the reﬂection
angle of QSV wave is always identical with the incident angle. EAFig. 13. Effects of the parameter c of the mechanically compliant imperfect interface (Y =
of incident QSV wave.wave always propagates along the surface. Different from the inci-
dent QP wave, there are two critical angles appearing. One
ðh1cr ¼ 31:8Þ is corresponding with the reﬂected QP wave reaching
90; the other ðh2cr ¼ 48:7Þ is corresponding with the transmission
QP wave reaching 90.
Fig. 12 shows the effects of the interface parameter a on the
reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients. As in the case of incident
QP wave, the effects of the interface parameter a on QSV wave
are far greater than on other waves. It is observed that theck1, a = 0, g = 0 and v = 0) on the reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients in the case
198 X. Guo et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 63 (2015) 184–205increasing of interface parameter amakes the reﬂection coefﬁcient
evident increasing while the transmission coefﬁcient evident
decreasing of QSV wave before the second critical angles and has
unnoticed inﬂuences after the second critical angle. This is differ-
ent from that in the case of incident QP wave where reﬂection
and transmission of QSV wave both increase as the interface
parameter a increases.
Fig. 13 shows the effect of the interface parameter c on the
reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients. Different from the inter-
face parameter a, the interface parameter c has evident inﬂuenceFig. 14. Effects of the parameter g of the weakly conducting imperfect interface (H = gk
QSV wave.on all types of waves. In particular, the increasing of the parameter
cmakes the reﬂection QP wave increasing at total range of incident
angle. However, the effects of the interface parameter c on other
waves have opposite trends before and after the second critical
angle and have opposite trends for the reﬂection wave and trans-
mission waves. Compared Figs. 12 and 13, it is also observed that
the increasing of interface parameter a and c both enhance the
mode conversion.
The effects of electrical parameter g of the weakly conducting
imperfect interface on the reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients1, a = 0, c = 0) on the reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients in the case of incident
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evident inﬂuences on the reﬂection QP wave and slight inﬂuence
on the reﬂection EA wave. The inﬂuences on the other waves are
nearly unnoticed. The effects of the electrical parameter v of the
highly conducting imperfect interface on the reﬂection and trans-
mission coefﬁcients are shown in Fig. 15. It is observed that the
parameter v has only evident inﬂuence on the transmission EA
wave and slight inﬂuences on all types of reﬂection waves. The
increasing of parameter v makes the transmission EA waveFig. 15. Effect of the parameter v of the highly conducting imperfect interface (X = vk1, a
wave.decreasing and the reﬂection EA wave increasing at total range of
incident angle. However, the reﬂection QP and QSV waves decrease
before the second critical angle and increase after the second criti-
cal angle. Moreover, By comparison Figs. 14 and 15, it is also
observed that the inﬂuences of the two dielectric interface parame-
ters gradually decrease to zero when the incident angle of QSV
wave is close to 0 and 90.
The effects of the grounded metallized interface and the low-di-
electric interface on the reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients are= 0, c = 0) on the reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients in the case of incident QSV
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mainly inﬂuence the reﬂection QP wave and the grounded metal-
lized interface mainly inﬂuence EA wave. The low-dielectric inter-
face makes the reﬂection QP wave evidently increasing but only
slight inﬂuences on other waves. These observations are com-
pletely different from that in the case of incident QP wave.
The reﬂection and transmission of various waves at the ﬁxed
interface and the slippery interface are shown in Fig. 17. As inFig. 16. Effects of the grounded metallized and the low-dielectric interface on ththe case of incident QP, the transmissions of various waves are
close to zero because the ﬁxed interface cuts off the propagation
of various waves across interface. Near the ﬁrst critical angle, the
reﬂection QP wave reaches at maximum while the reﬂection QSV
reaches at minimum. The reﬂection EA wave reaches at minimum
near the ﬁrst critical angle while maximum near the second critical
angle. In the case of slippery interface, the transmission coefﬁ-
cients of various waves increase gradually as the incident anglee reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients in the case of incident QSV wave.
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The reﬂection QP wave reaches its maximum near the ﬁrst critical
angle while the reﬂection QSV wave has two peaks at the ﬁrst and
the second critical angles, respectively.
5.3. In the case of incident SH wave
The reﬂection and transmission angles in the case of incident SH
wave are shown in Fig. 18. Because the mechanical and dielectric
ﬁelds are decoupled, the dielectrical parameters of the imperfect
interfaces don’t have any inﬂuence on the reﬂection andFig. 17. Effects of the ﬁxed interface and the slippery interface on the reﬂetransmission coefﬁcients of SH wave. The effects of the parameter
b of the compliant imperfect interface on the reﬂection and trans-
mission coefﬁcients are shown in Fig. 19. It is observed that the
parameter b makes the reﬂection coefﬁcient increasing while the
transmission coefﬁcient decreasing. However, the inﬂuences
gradually decrease to zero as the incident angle increases.
The effects of the ﬁxed interface and the slippery interface on
the reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients are shown in Fig. 20.
Because the anti-plane strain creates only the electric displace-
ment component along x2 direction, both mechanical energy and
the electric energy do not propagate through the ﬁxed and slipperyction and transmission coefﬁcients in the case of incident QSV wave.
Fig. 18. Reﬂection and transmission angles in the case of incident SH wave.
Fig. 19. Effects of the parameter b (B = bk1) of the compliant imperfect interface o
Fig. 20. Effects of the ﬁxed interface and the slippery interface on the reﬂ
202 X. Guo et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 63 (2015) 184–205interfaces. Thus, the reﬂection coefﬁcient keeps one and the trans-
mission coefﬁcient keeps zero.
6. Conclusions
Because of the unique coupled behavior between the mechani-
cal ﬁeld and the electrical ﬁeld, not only the mechanical energy but
also the electric energy can propagate through the interface. The
imperfect interface makes the energy propagation and partition
at interface more complicated. The systematical study on the
imperfect interface can provide us clear physical picture and
insight on the energy propagation and partition at the interface.
As an example, the material combination ZnO/PZT-4 with various
imperfect interfaces is considered and the reﬂection and transmis-
sion coefﬁcients are calculated for incident QP wave, incident QSV
wave and incident SH wave, respectively. From the numerical
results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1) The interface parameter a inﬂuences mainly on the QSV
wave. the increasing of a makes both reﬂection and trans-
mission QSV waves increasing in the case of incident QP
wave while the reﬂection QSV wave increasing and then the reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients in the case of incident SH wave.
ection and transmission coefﬁcients in the case of incident SH wave.
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QSV wave. Obviously, the tangent mechanical imperfect
enhances the model conversion at the interface.
(2) The interface parameter c has inﬂuences on all type of
waves. In particular, the increasing of interface parameter
c makes both the reﬂection and transmission QSV waves
increasing in the case of incident QP wave while both the
reﬂection and transmission QP wave increasing in the case
of incident QSV wave. This means that the normal mechani-
cal imperfect also helps the model conversion at the inter-
face. Moreover, the increasing of interface parameter c
makes the reﬂection and transmission EA wave increasing
under incident QP wave. This means that the normal
mechanical imperfect also helps the conversion from
mechanical energy to electric energy because the mechani-
cal energy dominates in QP and QSV waves while the electric
energy dominates in EA wave.
(3) In the case of incident SH wave, no mode conversion takes
place. The increasing of interface parameter b makes the
reﬂection wave increasing and the transmission wave
decreasing. The interface parameter g and v have no inﬂu-
ences on the reﬂection and transmission waves. This means
that the mechanical imperfect helps the energy concentra-
tion on the reﬂection wave and the dielectric imperfect has
no inﬂuence on the energy partition at interface.
(4) Two dielectric interface parameters g and v have mainly
inﬂuences on EA wave and QSV wave under incident QP
wave while on EA wave and QP wave under incident QSV
wave. However, the interface parameters v plays more
important role than the interface parameter g. In contrast
with the mechanical imperfect interface parameter, the
inﬂuences of the dielectric imperfect interface parameter
are more dependent upon the incident angle and usually
have opposite trend before and after critical angle.
Deﬁnitely, the inﬂuences of the dielectric interface parame-
ter decrease gradually to disappear when the incident angle
tends to 0 or 90.
(5) Compared with the perfect interface, the low-dielectric
interface mainly inﬂuences the reﬂection waves and has
nearly no inﬂuence on the transmission waves. However,
the grounded metallized interface has inﬂuences on both
the reﬂection waves and the transmission waves. Both the
low-dielectric interface and the grounded metallized inter-
face have nearly no inﬂuences on QP waves in the case of
incident QP wave but have evident inﬂuences on the reﬂec-
tion QP wave in the case of incident QSV wave. Moreover,
the grounded metallized interface makes the energy of
transmission wave evident increasing in the case of incident
QP wave but no evident effects on the transmission waves in
the case of incident QSV wave.
The mechanically ﬁxed interface can completely cut off the
energy propagation through interface and thus makes all transmis-
sion waves disappearance no matter of incident QP wave, incident
QSV wave and incident SH wave. The mechanically slippery inter-
face can also completely cut off the energy propagation through
interface in the case of incident SH wave but cannot in the case
of incident QP and QSV waves. The energy carried by the transmis-
sion waves is dependent of the incident angle strongly and usually
reaches maximum or minimum at critical angles.
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For the traverse isotropic piezoelectric solid,
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where C66 ¼ 0:5ðC11  C12Þ for Eq. (1). Here, the abbreviative sub-
script is used instead of the total subscript, and the relation
between them please refers to Auld (1990).
T11 ¼ C11k21 þ C44k23  qx2; T22 ¼ C66k21 þ C44k23  qx2;
T33 ¼ C44k21 þ C33k23  qx2
T44 ¼ ðe11k21 þ e33k23Þ; T13 ¼ T31 ¼ ðC44 þ C13Þk3k1;
T14 ¼ T41 ¼ ðe31 þ e15Þk3k1
T34 ¼ T43 ¼ e15k21 þ e33k23; T12 ¼ T21 ¼ T23 ¼ T32 ¼ T24 ¼ T42 ¼ 0
;
for Eq. (8), and
T 011 ¼ C11k21 þ C66k22  qx2; T 022 ¼ C66k21 þ C11k22  qx2;
T 033 ¼ C44k21 þ C44k22  qx2
T 044 ¼ ðe11k21 þ e11k22Þ; T 012 ¼ T 021 ¼ ðC12 þ C66Þk1k2;
T 034 ¼ T 043 ¼ e15k21 þ e15k22;
T 013 ¼ T 031 ¼ T 014 ¼ T 041 ¼ T 023 ¼ T 032 ¼ T 024 ¼ T 042 ¼ 0
;
for Eq. (10).
GI3q ¼
eR31þ eR15
 	
CR44þCR13
 
nI2q  CR11þCR44nI2q qRc2
 
eR15þ eR33nI
2
q
 
CR44þCR13
 
eR15þ eR33nI2q
 
nIq  eR31þ eR15
 	
CR44þCR33nI2q qRc2
 
nIq
;
GR3q¼
eR31þeR15
 	
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;
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R
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R
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R
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;HI11q ¼ CR11 þ CR13GI3qnIq þ eR31GIuqnIq;HR11q ¼ CR11 þ CR13GR3qnRq þ eR31GRuqnRq ;A ¼
1 1 1  1 iak1HT312
 
 1 iak1HT314
 
 1 iak1HT318
 
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R
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R
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 GT38  ick1HT338
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R
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R
u7 GTu2 GTu4 GTu8
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R
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R
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HR311 H
R
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R
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R
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R
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 JT34  ivk1GTu4
 
 JT38  ivk1GTu8
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;HT11q ¼ CT11 þ CT13GT3qnTq þ eT31GTuqnTq ;
HI33q ¼ CR13 þ CR33GI3qnIq þ eR33GIuqnIq;
HR33q ¼ CR13 þ CR33GR3qnRq þ eR33GRuqnRq ;
HT33q ¼ CT13 þ CT33GT3qnTq þ eT33GTuqnTq ;
HI31q ¼ CR44 nIq þ GI3q
 
þ eR15GIuq;
HR31q ¼ CR44 nRq þ GR3q
 
þ eR15GRuq;
HT31q ¼ CT44 nTq þ GT3q
 
þ eT15GTuq;
JI1q ¼ eR15 nIq þ GI3q
 
 eR11GIuq;
JR1q ¼ eR15 nRq þ GR3q
 
 eR11GRuq; JT1q ¼ eT15 nTq þ GT3q
 
 eT11GTuq;
JI3q ¼ eR31 þ eR33GI3qnIq  eR33GIuqnIq;JR3q ¼ eR31 þ eR33GR3qnRq  eR33GRuqnRq ;
JT3q ¼ eT31 þ eT33GT3qnTq  eT33GTuqnTq ;
for Eqs. (9)–(13).
Appendix Ba ¼  1;GI3q;GIuq;HI33q;HI31q; JI3q
n oT
;
for the mechanically compliant and dielectrically weakly conduct-
ing imperfect interface.a ¼  1;GI3q;GIuq;HI33q;HI31q; JI3q
n oT
;
for the mechanically compliant and dielectrically highly conducting
imperfect interface.
A ¼
1 1 1 1 1 1
GR31 G
R
33 G
R
37 GT32 GT34 GT38
GRu1 G
R
u3 G
R
u7 0 0 0
0 0 0 GTu2 G
T
u4 G
T
u8
HR331 H
R
333 H
R
337 HT332 HT334 HT338
HR311 H
R
313 H
R
317 HT312 HT314 HT318
2
66666666664
3
77777777775
;
a ¼  1;GI3q;GIuq;0;HI33q;HI31q
n oT
;
for the grounded metallized interface.
A ¼
1 1 1 1 1 1
GR31 G
R
33 G
R
37 GT32 GT34 GT38
HR331 H
R
333 H
R
337 HT332 HT334 HT338
HR311 H
R
313 H
R
317 HT312 HT314 HT318
JR31 J
R
33 J
R
37 0 0 0
0 0 0 JT32 J
T
34 J
T
36
2
6666666664
3
7777777775
;
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n oT
;
for the low-dielectric interface.
A ¼
1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1
GR31 G
R
33 G
R
37 0 0 0
0 0 0 GT32 G
T
34 G
T
38
GRu1 G
R
u3 G
R
u7 GTu2 GTu4 GTu8
JR31 J
R
33 J
R
37 JT32 JT34 JT38
2
6666666664
3
7777777775
;a ¼  1;0;GI3q;0;GIuq; JI3q
n oT
;
for the ﬁxed interface.
A ¼
GR31 G
R
33 G
R
37 GT32 GT34 GT38
HR331 H
R
333 H
R
337 HT332 HT334 HT338
HR311 H
R
313 H
R
317 0 0 0
0 0 0 HT312 H
T
314 H
T
318
GRu1 G
R
u3 G
R
u7 GTu2 GTu4 GTu8
JR31 J
R
33 J
R
37 JT32 JT34 JT38
2
66666666664
3
77777777775
;a ¼  GI3q;HI33q;HI31q;0;GIuq; JI3q
n oT
;
for the slippery interface.
B ¼ 1  1 ibk1H
T
236
 
HR235 HT236
2
4
3
5; b ¼  1;HI236n oT ;
for the mechanically compliant imperfect interface.
B ¼ 1 0
0 1
 
; b ¼ f1; 0gT ;
for the ﬁxed interface
B ¼ H
R
235 0
0 HT236
" #
; b ¼  HI236;0
n oT
;
for the slippery interface.Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2015.02.
050.
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